Bring coworkers and customers together with nVX multi-party video conferencing that includes whiteboarding, screenshare, and chat functions.

**MULTI-PARTY VIDEO CONFERENCING**
Schedule or host ad-hoc meetings for up to 100 meeting participants with the ability to join via web browser or mobile.

**COLLABORATE WITH EASE**
nVX provides meeting participants the ability to share and live annotate desktops, files, applications, or whiteboards as well as share desktop control with others.

**MULTIPLE WAYS TO CONNECT**
Invite participants to join on-demand meetings quickly and easily using voice, email, text, or by sharing the invite information into whatever communication channel you’d like.

**nVX Meeting Features**

**USER FEATURES**
- Audio Only Conference Bridge
- Up to 100-Party Video Conference
- Meeting Chat
- ‘Meet Now’ for Ad-Hoc Meetings
- Schedule Meetings using nVX or Microsoft Outlook
- Record Meetings On-Demand or Automatically
- Screenshare Desktop, Files, or Applications
- Visual Annotations
- Whiteboarding
- nVX Calendar View

**ENDPOINTS**
- Desktop Client
- Web-based Portal
- User Mobile Application for iOS and Android
- Guest Mobile Application for iOS and Android
- IP Phone

**REPORTING**
- Simple Admin Portal
- Roles & Permissions
- Reporting & Analytics